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Medieval Iceland*

Iron production may be used as a window through which to view, in part, the

economic structure of Icelandic society during the Viking Age (c. AD 870-1000)
and Early Medieval (AD 1000-1264) periods. kon was a critical resource for
maintaining and reproducing medieval Icelandic society, yet while several medieval

sagas and related sources' mention iron smelters and smiths, documenting their
presence within the society, they provide insufficient information to reconstruct the

iron industry's technological basis, organization or role in the larger economy.2

Recent archaeological research, combined with information gleaned from medievai

texts, provides opportunities for addressing these issues.

Kevin P. Smith

* Research on i¡on production at the site of Háls was undertaken in 1996 and 2000 with
generous grants from the National Geographic Society and Norðurál (Nordic
Aluminum/Columbia Ventures), in collaboration with the National Museum of Iceland and
with the permission of the Kollslækur farm landowners. Additional support was provided by
Eimskip, Sparisjóöur Mlraslslu, Ungmennafélag Reykdæla, Kvenfélag Reykdæla,
Ungmennafélagið Brúin, the communities of Reykholtsdalu¡ and Hvítrárslsla, the Buffalo
Museum of Science and the Haffenreffer Museum of Anthropology, Brown University. The
author wishes to thank Peter Bush, Eiizabeth Hamilton, Kristín Sigurðardóttir, Alexande¡
T. D. Dixon and aI1 crew members who participated in the excavations for tt¡eir expenise
and contributions; he also thanks Michèle Hayeur Smith fo¡ her invaluable insights and

loving support. Finally, advice from Steven A. Walton, Shepard Krech III, Rachel Scott
and four anonymous reviewers has greatly strengthened this presentation; any remaining
mistakes or misinterpretations of the data are the sole responsibility of the autho¡.

1 The term saga,as used here, follows general usage in lcelandic studies and refers to
literary-historical works produced indigenously, in the vernacular, from the mid-twelfth
century onwa¡d that incorporate historical themes, events, and personages presented by
their authors as real, rather than mythic or heroic, figures in Icelandic, Scandinavian and

related early medieval societies. See Jónas Kristjánsson, Eddas and Sagas - Icelanì's
Medieval Literature (Reykjavík, 1997),for a more detailed discussion. In addition to the

sagas, limited information on the roles and products of smelters and smiths can be gleaned

f¡om Iceland's medieval law code, Grdgás (see notes 8 and 9, below).
2 See Mark Hall, "Viking Age Ironworking: The Evidence from O1d Norse Literature,"

ín The Written and the Wrought: Complementary Sources in Historical Anthropology,
KroeberAnthropological Society Papers 79 (1995), pp. 195-203.
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The expansion of the Norse across the North Atlantic and their establishment
of sustainable colonies were predicated, in part, on their ability to find and exploit
sources of ore suitable for smelting into useable iron. The presence of a smehing
facility at the Norse t:xploration base of L Anse aux Meadows, Newfoundland,
testifies to the importance the Norse placed on locating and testing sources of iron
ore in the process of colonization.'After smelting, raw iron ..blooms', 

were forged
into billets and bars, and werr: then transformed into the essential equipment
required to sustain the colony's expansion. This equipment included agncultural
instruments such as the scythes, sickles and pack saddles required for the summer
hay harvests that were the foun<lation of lceland's subarctic pastoral economy.o It
also included househord tools, ships'parts, household fittings and weapons. Iron
jeweþ from a viking Age grave at síiastaõir, northern lceland, and iron amulets
from other sites aro'"rnd the island demonstrate that ironworking played an
additional role in the secuiar and sacred strategies medieval Icelandeis used to
display identity, affirm status, and confer with supernaturar rearms.s

A metaphoric statement about the essential nature of metalworking to society
is found in Norse myths attributed to the viking Age but recorded in the early
thirteenth century by the Icelandic chieftain Snorri sturluson. In .,The Deluding of
Gylfi" - part of Snoni's Prose Edda - the Norse gods under óðin's guidance
vanquished the forces of eiemental chaos and immediately began to establish their
own society upon which human societies were late¡ modeled. Their first three
steps ì/rere to organize themselves into a governing body, build temptes as their
homes, and then "next they laid the hearth of a forge and made hammãr and tongs
and an anvil, and thenceforward all other tools, and went on to work in metals."6
Thus a paradigm is esr,ablished rhat ties metalworking and skilled crafring ro the
creation of new societies an<l identihes these technological and aesthetic
endeavors as gifts frorn the gods, equal in importance to, and essential for
supporting the establishment of governments, domestic units, and religious
institutions.T
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Independent Households and Economic Networks in a New Society

The mixed ethnic population that colonized Iceland during the late ninth and tenth

century was drawn primarily from mainland Scandinavia and the British Isles.

According to medieval Icelandic documentary sources and convergent
archaeological data, by AD 930 most of the island had been settled (or at least
claimed) and the numerically dominant Norse population had established
hegemony over the island society's political, religious and cultural spheres.s In AD
1000, according to medieval texts, Icelandic elites adopted Christianity as the

politically sanctioned religion, formally ending the Viking Age with its pagan

Scandinavian belief systems and iconography.'qYet the political and economic

structures of the Viking Age persisted with internal changes untll 1264, when the

island was absorbed into the expanding Norwegian state.ro

Over the past two decades, archaeological research, largely emphasizing

zooarchaeological and ecological perspectives, has expanded our understanding

of medieval Icelandic household subsistence, yet our understanding of the

economic institutions and practices linking households at the regional level
remains poorly developed." Many historical and anthropological views of the

early Icelandic economy posit household self-sufficiency and economic autonomy

as preconditions for medieval Icelandic households'legally defined abilities to be

largely independent in the political arena.r' While the concept of household

^ ' -1"" 
Kl*jen Eldjám, "Invesri¡¡arions (House site J: The Smithy) ,,, in The Discovery

of a Norse settlement tn America, Excavations at L'Anse aux Mealo-s, NewfoundLan^d,
I96I-1968, ed. Anne srine Ingstad (oslo, 1977), pp.g7-96; and Birgitta wallaie,..L'Anse
aux,Meadows: Gateway ro Vínland," Acta Archaeologica 6l (1991), pp. lg5_6.a Sturla Fridrjksson, "G¡ass and grass urilization in-Icelano," Er;¡;gy 53 (1972),ig5-g6.
, -t s:.. lvfichèle Hayeur Smith,;A social Analysis of Jeweller!-from viting age
Iceland" (PhD diss., university oi' Glasgow, 2003-); and eadem, ;silfursmiðu¡inn frá
Sílastööum," Árbók hins islenztta FornLeifãfétags 1999 (Reykjavit, zoot), pp,. tst_zoz.6 snorri sturluson, The Prose Etlda: Tates þom Norse Mythology,trans. Jean I. young
(Berkeley, 1954), p. 40.

.7 It is worth noting that the Norse pantheon, as described by Snorri and other medieval
writers, included no deity specifically identified as the gods; blacksmith. Dwarves and
cther elemental beings. aí. times, served this role - for eiample, forging Thór's hammer
Mjölnir. However, Mirica Eliade, in Forgerons et Alchemistei (parisJSãe), suggests that
rhór's emblematic hammr:r, stength, and gloves imply that he was originalíy a blacksmith
god (Hayeur Smith, pers. comm.).

8 Conceming literary evidence for the mixed ethnic composition of the founding Icelandic
population, see Gísli Sigurðsson, Gaelic Influence in Iceland: Historical and Literary
Contacts, a Survey ofResearch, Studia Islandica 46 (Reykjavík, 1988). On various aspects

of the a¡chaeological evidence, see Bjami F. Einarsson, The Settlement of Iceland: A
Critical Approach - Granastaðir and the Ecological Heritage (Reykjavft, 1995); Kevin P.

Smith, "Landnám - the Settlement of Iceland in Archaeological and Historical
Perspective," World Archaeology 26 (1995), pp. 31947; and Hayeur Smith, "Social
Analysis of Jewellery."

9 SeeTheBookoflcelanders(slendingabók)byAriThorgilsrol?,ffans.anded.Halldór
Hermannsson,Isiandica 20 (Ithaca, NY, 1930).

i0 General treaÍnents in English of medieval Icelandic history have recently been
produced by Jón R. Hjiílmarsson, History of lceland From the Settlement to the Present
Day (Reykjavft, 1993); Gunnar Karlsson, Iceland's lI00 Years: History of a Marginal
Society (Reykjavík, 2000); and Jesse Byock's Viking Age lceland (Harmondsworth, UK,
2001).

1l On the need for regional perspectives see Kevin P. Smith and Jeffery Parsons,
"Regional Archaeological Research in Iceland: Potentials and Possibilities," in The

Anthropology of lceland, ed. E. Paul Durrenberger and Gísli Pálsson (Iowa City, 1989), pp.

179-202. A good summary of recent work using zooarchaeological data is Thomas H.
McGovern, Sophia Perdika¡is and Clayton Tinsley, "The Economy of Landnám - the

Evidence of Zooa¡chaeology," in Approaches to Vínland, Sigurður Nordal Institute Studies
4, ed. Andrew Wawn and Þórunn Sigurðardóttir (Reykjavík,2000), pp. 154-65.

12 Iceland's medieval law code, Gnigds, has been published, in part, in English by
Andrew Dennis, Peter Foote and Richa¡d Perkins, trans. and eds, as Laws of Early lceland:
Grtigtis 1 (Winnipeg, 1980); the complete text in modern lcelandic appears as Gunnar
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political autonomy is based on provisions incorporated in the medieval Iceland.ic
law codes, the pr:rspective that Icelandic households were economicaily
autonomous gained its cur¡ent form in response to diarogues forged during
Iceland's nineteenth-century struggle for independence.r3 1."orai"ng to this
perspective, households were self-sustaining and linked to the outside world
through periodic visits to harbors where they traded with foreign merchants.
Internally there was iittle, if ;rny, economic activity beyond the household other
than the tributary movement of goods from non-elite to elite households in the
form of rents, tribute, tithes and gifts.'.

Iron production is one a¡ea where exceptions to this model have been
considered. For exarnple, Jón Jóhannesson wrote that it was ..necessary for every
farm to have a smithy, and to produce charcoal as we[, where wooãrand areas
existed," and that smeiting was most commonly done ..by the blacksmiths
themselves to extract from ther haematite the iron which they used in their craft.',
However, he felt that "smelting was not practised at every farm ... since haematite
varies in quantity from one marshland to the next, and in some areas is completely
non-existent. Thus o¡le may salely conclude that the production of iron reached its
peak in districts where both haematite and wood were abundant. Supplies of iron
must then have been sold to regions where it was scarce."rs

Karlsson, Kristján Sveinsson a¡id Mörður Árnason, eds, Grágás: tog^ofrirt"^t*
Þjúveldisins (Reykjavik, 1992). secondary sources incorporatinjth" i¿.å oá', househord
:tToTl" autonomy in earþ medieval Iceland underpinneå poütiãal lna"p"nããn." include
E. Paul Dur¡enberger,'r-he Dynamics of Medievat lciland: potiticar EconZ*y a rruroru*(Iowa city, 1992); idem, "p¡oduction in Medieval rceland,', Acta arrn'"ologiro6l (1991),
pp..14-21; and Byock, \hking Age Iceland..

, I 3 For the law codes, see bennis, Foote and perkins, røws; and Ka¡lsson, sveinsson, and
A¡nason, Gnigû. Aclassic. statemelt on the supposed poritical and econornic independence
of Icelandic househoiders is Einar ótafur sveinìson's The Age of the sr"rr";;;, Icerandic
civilizarionintheThirteenthcentury,rslandica36(Ithaca,NY,res:;. conceriingtinkages
between household auronomy, politicar po*"r, und the Icelandic #r"p.nà";;-movement
see orri Vésteinsson, "Patrerns of settrement in lceland: A study in p."lniito.y,J saga-Book
of the vking sociery 25 (1998), 1tp. 1-29. Halldór Laxness's Nobel prize-iinning novel
Independenr People,trans. by J. A. Thompson (New york, 1946), naces this Iceiandic theme
ofextreme independence fictionally to bõth its logical and ragic ends.14 staremenrs of this perspective in historiðd, anthropãlogicar, and archaeorogical
studies can be found in many so.r_ces, incruding Jón Jóhannesó", Á nxnry-o¡ the ord
I_celandic commonwealth, trans. Haraldur Bess-ason, university of Manitoúa Icelandic
Series 2 (winnipeg, Í974); Bntce Gersinger, Icerandic Enterprße:: ði**"rr" on¿U*,no:l,in the Middle.Ages (Columbia, SC,lSSt); and Dunenbeig"r,Oyià*ircr.tJ Jóhannesson, History, pp. 300-301; these views have recentry been resurrected byThorbjöm Fridriksson and Margrét Hermanns-Auðardótti¡, .,t onrn'atdng in lcetan¿," in
B_loomery lronmaking During 200() years: semínnr in Budar.en I99 j,voruïmi Ii: Iron in the
\e1t-Wgrdtc Region During the..Middte Ages, ed. Arne Espelund (Trondheim, l99Z), pp.5-16. It should be note¡r as.well that despite Jóhannesson's use of ihe t"rrrr, uog ore is not
synonymous with hemarjte/h.T1"]1,: (Fe2o3). Bog ore is a combinarion oi hyãrated iron
oxides, commonry goethíte (FeocrH), *ñicü, *r,eã heated or roasted to drivå our warer,
can produce hematite. arnong other oxides, from which iron 

"an 
be producJàirectty in ttre

reducing atmosphere of the bloomcry furnace.
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Iron production provides a particularly useful basis for examining the

economic system of medieval Iceland archaeologically, since iron was one of the

few durable materials produced in Icela¡rd from raw material to finished object'

Production sites offer unique opportunities for monitoring variability through time

and space in the scale, organization and environmental impacts of industrial

activities that were essential to the society's operation. Furthermore, iron, in the

form of tools, weapons, and even jewelry penetrated into every household and is

present on every excavated Icelandic site. Domestic sites, therefore, provide

òpportunities to monitor variabitity through time and space in the rates at which

iio.r *us acquired and consumed, the range of object types used and discarded,

and the abilities of households to repair and produce their own iron tools. As a

critical resource with limited distribution and an ideological charter linking its

production to the realm of the gods, iron could potentiatly have been monopolized

ty Icelandic chieftains. Comparisons of iron production and maintenance debris

at sites occupying different positions in regional socio-political hierarchies may

therefore provide data on whether iron production was centralized or

decentralized, how its distribution was organized, and whether these relationships

changed thfough time. While it is not possible to address aII of these issues here,

the rãmainder of this paper initiates a discussion about them, starting with an

examination of a Viking Age iron production complex under excavation at a

western Icelandic site called Háls.

Háls: A Viking Age Iron Production complex in western Iceland

The site of Háls is located on a low ridge crest, 100 m above modem sea levei, in

the interior portion of western lceland's Borgarfjörður district (Fig- 11.1).

Excavations at the site began in 1988 and focussed initially on the remains of an

Early Medieval farmstead occupied c. AD 1000-7275.In 1989 the remains of an

iron production complex were identified in the south-eastern corner of the site'

Subsequent excavation and dating demonstrated that this iron-production

complex, covering approximately 0.1 hectare, pre-dated the farm's foundation and

could be attributed to the Viking Age.'u

Evidence of iron-production facilities at Háls, concentrated in the northern half

of this zone, include at least one slag heap covering45 mz with semi-stratified

deposits 20-30 cm in maximum thickness, smaller slag concentrations potentially

16 The iron production complex at Háls was discovered during a season of survey and

test excavations unde¡taken in collaboration with the Nationai Museum of Iceland and the

American-scandinavian Foundation to document the extent and structure of an

eieventh-twelfth century farmstead at the site. Further investigation of the ir-on-production

cã-pl"* at Háls (excavation a¡eas Háts 5 and Háls 6) was undertaken in 1996 and 2000'

,Á"iå i" collaboraìion with the National Museum of Iceland, with grants from the National

Gîograpiric Sociery and support from a coalition of local industries, businesses and

community groups (see note * above).
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representing additional, outl-ving slag heaps, and a cluster of production features
including furnace bases, pits, and smithing debris forming an arc around the
western end of the main slag heap. Twenty meters south of the production zone is
an associated area containing two superimposed pit-houses, each of which has
debris from smelting and forging in its floor and fitri deposits (Fig. r1.2).

A cha¡acteristic bi-chrom¿rtic volcanic ash layer called the ..Landnám 
tephra,,,

dated in the Greenland ice cç to g7l + z ADJ hes just below the charcoal and
slag-rich deposits at, Háls and was present in the upper surface of turf blocks used
to construct both of the pit-houses and the furnace excavated at the site. six
radiocarbon dates on birch charcoal recovered from iron production features and
the associated pit-houses indicate that iron production toãk plu"" at Háls over a
span of nearly one century in the rate ninth and tenth ceniuries (Fig. 11.3). A
bimodal tendency in the dates suggests two separate periods of intense-production
near the start and the end of the tenth century. Two grayish-white undecorated
glass beads recovered from ttre iron-production deposits are types that were most
popular in scandinavia c. AD 975-955, supporting other chronometric
information from the site.r8

Although the upper levels of the site have been disturbed by frost-heaving, the
Iower iayers preserr'e traces of a comprex sfratigraphic recòrd suggesting that
production took piar:e at the site episodically, rather than continuousiy, over this
period of time. Throughout the northern part of the complex, thin, often
discontinuous layeri; of wind-blown silt separate strata representing episodes of
intense industrial activity. In one particularly clear case, seven distinct layers of
fill that accumulatecl in a pit excavated during the late tenth century for making
charcoal were associated with different aspects of iron and charcoal production.,e
This sequence suErgests that several different iron-production campaigns
contributed to the accumulation of debris in this feature, in which different aspects

- .tt 9.n the riating of. the "Lancl¡lám tephra," see Ka¡l Grönvold et at.,..Ash Layer from
Iceland in the Greenlarldic GRIP Ice Core Cor¡elated with Oceanic and Land Sediments,,'
Earth and Planetary stience Letrcrs 135 ( 1995), pp. 149-55. Identihcation of the Landnám
tgphra at Háls was done through microprobe ãnalyses by Karl Gronvöld and Níels
oskarsson of the Nordic VolcanoTogical Inititute, university tf Iceland, Reykjavft.18 These two beads, of types Aõr0 and A02ó, *" -"--b"rs of the viking Age Ab and
Ac beg! groups defined in Johan Callmer's Trade Beads and Bead Trade in Scand.innvía,
ca. 800-1000 A.D., A^cta Archa*ologica Lundensia 11 (Lund, r9i7). Ab jroup beads,
including Type A0 10, are generally ra¡e but are most frequently iecovered in Scandinavian
deposits dated ci¡ca AD 845-955. Group Ac beads are more coÍrmon and have more
complex histories of use and popularity: Type A020 Group Ac beads are most frequently
found in contexts dated before AD 845 , bur h;d a second påt in popularity , . lo sl s_sss(pp.78, 170,219).

19 These st¡ata included two layers of compact charcoal separated by a layer of wind-
blown silt - documentir:g trto separate phases oi charcoal production 

"urty 
in tíe use of this

pit, one thick layer of roasted bog ore mixed with silt from the *ult oítn" plt, ana ttee
separate strata \¡/ith quantitatively, q]'alitatively and visualiy distinct combinaïons of slag,
fi¡e-cracked rock, charcoar and afi.efacrs filling the upper hãff of the pit.
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of ironworking activify shifted across this part of the site during its latter period

of use. Similar movements of production activities around the site probably

characterized each major industrial phase and contributed to the overlapping,

palimpsest nature of the site's features and stratigraphy. Additional evidence for

episodic activity at the site is presented by the complex construction and

abandonment histories of the two pit-houses constructed sequentially at the

southern end ofthe site.

Our "best guess" reconstruction, combining all information currently available,

is that production took place at H¡áls in two major phases, thirty to sixty years

apart, with each phase incorporating several distinct smelting campaigns in which

iion was produced episodicalty over an unknown span of years' Each iron

production episode, in turn, included many sepafate smelts and their related

activities, quite likely undefaken on a seasonal basis.

The principal raw material used at the site was bog ore, gathered from

marshlands adjacent to the production area. Bog ore is widely distributed in

Iceland and is produced as water percolates through basaltic bedrock, dissolving

and transporting iron oxides that precipitate in the acidic waters of sedge and peat

bogs, wh-re it is fixed as nodules around the roots of plants.'o Although common,

iron-producing bogs are unevenly distributed across the landscape. Their

productivity shifts rapidly with changing hydrological regimes; deforestation or

drainage can completely disrupt the precipitation cycles in bogs that were once

iron-rich. However, without major disruptions, it is said that iron-rich bogs could

be harvested anew each genelation after being allowed to lie "fallow" for twenty

to thrrty years.tt

Although fist-sized nodules of bog ore can easily be found within walking

20 The abundance of iron-producing bogs in Iceland was sufficiently remarkable to

medieval Norwegians that the thirteenth-century author of Konungs skuggsjá (The King's

Mirror) noted iiin his otherwise limited description of Iceland (Lawrence Marcellus

Larson, trans., The Ring's Mírror [Speculum regalae - Konungs skuggsjá]',New York'

1gl7 ,p.134). On the prãcess of bog òre formarion, see Ame Espelund, l'Bog Iron Ore for

tfr" ¡jfão.".y procesi" in Bloomery lronmaking During 2000 Years, U,olu.nlI, Ancient

irorrnot irg ín a Local and Generai Norwegian Context, ed. Arne Espelund (Trondheim,

ìsgri, pp."¡Øg; Anna M. Rosenqvist,::n"p"f "l ghemical and Mineralogical Analyses

åf ñáäèei* Ores, Stags, and kon," Offa aO (1983); and Ronaid F. Tylecote and Rodney

e. bb"gñ "Recenr nof lion ore Analyses and the Smelting of Pyrite Nodules," offa 4o

(1983),pp.115-18.'-- ti'Tü" regeneration of bog ores is a subject better known tìrough anecdotal reports than

detailed studyl and may well vary from place to place. Nevertheless, the author of Konungs

it 
"Sgt¡¿ 

upp'"*r to note the n*iitory nãture of bog ore deposits in describing the Icelandic
;'o.ã]lnu*Ëf 

" 
"It has happened at úmes that great deposits of this o¡e haveöeen found, and

men haue prepared to go thither the next day to smelt it and make iron of it, only to find it gone,

and none Ëa¡ ìeil what becomes of it." (p. 134) While the descriptions of "matvels" ¡n Konungs

s;kuggsjó do not always inspire full confidence rn theg accuracy, this passage accords weil with

,h;är'i¡g"* of bog óre deposits to changes in hydrology. By the mid-thirteenth century, when

Konuigs skuggsjiwasmost likely written (pp. 58-641, environmental degradaúon appears to

t uu" Uã"n *eï under*ay in many parts of tôétanA and might have been locally severe enough

to provoke instability in ore deposits'locations and productivity'
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distance of the site today. it no ronger accumurates in the bogs immediatery
surrounding the site, pointing to changes since the viking ege in the bogs,
hydrology. However, hundreds of rumps of bog ore found cached in a pit and
scattered throughout the site's deposits document that ore was harvested nearby
and stored for processing at Háls. Although obvious ore-roasting features have not
been located, shalLow pits containing charcoal and small amounts of ore may have
served this purpose-

The fuel used for roasting ore and making iron at the site was birch charcoal.
Two large charco¿rl-burning pits - the largest 3 m in diameter, nearry l m deep,
and with two separate rayers of charcoar in its base - testify to the pioduction of
fuei on-sire." Arrhough the landscape around Háls is today complåtery treeless,
logs of fully gro'r'vn birch trees were present in the peat d"porit, of the bogs
adjacent to the site, below the Landn¡ím tephra layer. Their presence, coupled with
high levels of birch pollen ìn the bogs' pre-Landnám strata, indicate that the site
was wooded when the Norse arrived. shortly after iron production started, birch
pollen influx into the bog dropped precipitously, birch macrofossils decreased
dramatically in number, and wood charcoar from nearby burning began to
accumulate in the peat strata.23

until the 2000 excavations, smelting could be inferred at the site only from the
size of the slag heaps and tåe nature of the srag recovered; fumaces used for
smelting eluded o'r investigations. work in 2000 uncove¡ed what appears to be
the first well-doc*mented series of viking Age smelting furnace ùases from
Iceland (Fig. 11.a)' These were recognizabre as a stacked series of c-shaped,
shallow bowls of siag. each 25-35 cm in diameter and 5-10 cm thick, and each
with a lower, "broken-out" zone on the eastern side of the ring. In plan view, at
least four of these rings, each representing a separate episode of furnace
construction, could be seen superimposed above and beside traces of a rarger,
earlier, damaged c,vate base with a diameter of 45-50 cm and a thick deposit of
slag along its southem side. so far, only the upper part of this complex deposit has
been excavated.

Flat, fire-shattered pieces of basart, many with adhering slag, were found
clustered around these rings" while a tightly constrained zone of charcoal-stained
soil extended eastwa¡d from the center ofthe deposit, suggesting the location ofa
port through which. air coulcl be introduced. A roughly v-shaped arrangement of
small, heat-fractuled stones extended from the broken-out portion of the
uppermost slag ring into the inner end of this charcoal-stained zone. This most
likely provided support and protection for a bellows nozzle. The absence of
ceramic tuyère fragments at the site suggests that iron bellows nozzles were used
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to force a controlled air blast directly into the furnace shaft through this port''z4 The

general absence of ceramic tuyères at Icelandic and Scandinavian bloomery sites

i'mplies they were not integral components of smelting technology in the North

Atlantic Viking Age.-
Although neither standing furnace walls nor clay linings were preservedin situ,

small frost-shattered fragments of fire-hardened and vitrified silty clay have been

found scattered throughout the slag heap. At least one of these preserved the edge

of what appea$ to be a circular, vitrifìed opening for a bellows nozzle. These, the

first ceramic fumace linings reported from Iceland, were recovefed only by water-

screening bulk soil samples from the slag heaps. Although small' they are clearly

remnants of once more abundant, expediently produced, fragile ceramic linings

that have not withstood the intense freeze-thaw cycles characteristic of the

Icelandjc setting. The remnants of these ceramic linings from Háls are no more

than 3 cm thick and would certainly not have allowed the furnaces to be self-

standing.Nordidexcavationssuggestthatthicker,unfiredclaywallswereonce
present. However, slag lumps found adhering to samples of this clay-like matrix

as well as to fire-reddened slabs of basalt suggest that both mate¡ials may have

been used to line the furnace shafts.

- 
Experiments using direct bellows blasts_into a reconstructed low-shaft bloomery

furnace were undefakeri itt tutuy 2002 ín southern Ontario, with Darrell Markewitz of

Wareham Forge and members oi th" D-k Ages Re-Creation Company (DARC)' These

experiments dãmonstrated that iron bellows nãzzles, employed without ceramic or other

rrrï"i¿i"g tuyères, could be used effectively to introduce air into the furnace without

significät ciogging of the bellows or attrition of its nozzle'
"2s D"spit"*ã õntory of archaeological investigations in fceland, no complete or

fragmentary ceramic toyé.", have been recove¡ed irom smelúng or smithing sites and

fuyérefragmentsarerarelymentioned.inthe.copiousliterafu¡eonNorwegiansmelting
sites. Four semi-vitrified básalt slabs with semiciròular indentations suitable for protecting

a bellows nozzle, recovered from a Viking Age smithy in ngftiliit< 
-(Else 

Nordahl'

n"ylii'*¡ro* tne ercnaiitolircal Point of-úet,Aun 12' Uppsala' 1988'58' 98 and Figs

iz', i+O>,"*" *ort trtety uetiäws shields from Viking Age forges-' !9191oeous 
with the

tuåo.lr, 
"ng.uuea 

.'torge stone" from Snaptun, Denmark (P. V. Glob, "Avlsten: Nye Typer

fraDanmarks lemaJder:, ümt,isse,p.ol,rig.2),theceramicforgesrones ("essesteine")

äoÀ smitrries in eariy Viking Age Ribe (He1gé B¡inch Madsen, "Die Eisenschlacken von

Ribe,,, Metalta, no"n"*, lõõS,ip. S-f f ), arid simila¡ ceramic examples from Early lron

Àgï'tÀiinitg facilitiei at Hået, Germany, and Viking Age forging deposits at

HaithabuÆIedeUy,lenmãrt (see Frank Nikukä, "Between the Mountains and the Sea: The

Development of Iron Production in Northwestem Germanyi' in Prehis-toric an'd' Medieval

Direct lron Smelting in scandínøviaanã. Europe,ed. Lars christian Nørbach, Aa¡hus' 2003'

pp. 63_6). These examples suggesr that flai, perforated forge stones, both ceramic and

stone, may have taken ttie pfu.àä""tu*ic tuyéies in Nordic Viking Age smithies, but their

use in smelúng to*u."t'i., to my knowlédg9, unprovel' fo .1uclr 
"forge stones" or

fragments therJof have been'recováed from Háls. Ittlut"t lcelandic forges, such as those

maintained in nineteenrhãntury turf-houses (and preserved-as open-air museums in

northern Iceland), ." ;;h forgÉ stones or shields were employedl the blast from the

bellows reached t¡" ,rnitfri"t'trJartfts directly through long iron tubes, discharged through

the stone-built walls forming the backs of the forges themselves'

22 The earher of these pits was used and infilled early in the sequence of site use,
according to radiocarbon dating and stratigraphic sequencing, while thä latter pit appears
to bclong fully to the late renrh-century phãse ofiron-producîion activity ut rt"'rit".23 Alexander T. l). Dixon, "Lanãn¿m and changing Landuse ui FIet, Sourhwest
Iceland: A Paleoecological study" (MSc rhesis, universiry-of sheffield, 1997).
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surrounding the furnace bases was a matrix of dense silt-based turf. In cross-
section it courd been seen that this matrix, surrounding the uppermost and ratestfurnace base, included turf brocks inco¡porating the Landnám iepr'a stacted at anangle against the inner core of the furnace to form the furnace stack itself. Heapedaround the turf brocks was an extensive deposit of roose, sterile silt thatsurrounded and supported the furnace's core and would have prevented air fromentering the shaft through its turf wail. A weil-defined, verticiedge between thissilt deposit and the surroundi'g trampred surface of the iron-pro¿uãtion work areasuggests that the silt and turf body of the furnace had been encrosed in arectangular crib-like strucfure, presumabry of wood, with a stone-flanked openingto the east through which beilows could have been inserted and through which
slag may have been removed.

overall, the size, shape, and construction of the fumaces and their associated
debris are generaily consistent with untapped, row-shaft broomery furnacesknown from early viking Age Norway. rirÅe have been well documented byIrmelin Martens and others, and are thought to have produced blooms of raw iron8-10 kg in mass du'ing good smerts.'u what clearly oiffers from the Norwegian
furnaces is the absence of a thick ceramic furnace stack - a point that may bedirectly related to a paucity of substantial deposits of good clay in lceland,syoung geologicar landscape. Smat deposits oi mixed glacialry áeposited ctay
and silt are found along the banks of some glacial rivers, but these have neverproven suitable for producing ceramic vessels and rnay have been unsatisfactory
for building either serf-supporting or slab-framed cray furnace stacks. Instead,the evidence from lláls suggests that these furnaces had stacks buitt of turf
blocks, lined internally with pieces of basart cemented into a thin veneer of siltyglacial clay.r?

Given the smail diameters of the furnace bases exposed in 2000, it is unlikery
that the furnace stack was higher than 70 cm. The wooden-framed construction
surrounding the furnace stack may also have, therefore, served as a pratform for
loading, charging, ancl emptying the furnaces after each smelting episode. Figure
11.5 provides a tentative reconstruction ofthis furnace,s appearance during use.

As in other parts of the site, the superimposed series of fo*u"" bases exposedin 2000 preserves si-lggestions; of episodic use and change. For example, the
ea¡liest furnace base identified at this location appea$ to have been almost twice
as large as those that were buirt over it. stratigraphic cross-sections adjacent to
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this base suggest that it may have been rebuilt at least three times before being

abandoned. The smaller-diameter furnace bases described above appeal to sit off-

centel to this earlier construction, yet within the same general area. suggesting re-

use of the frame and facility after a period of disuse. Although none of the furnace

bases have yet been individually dated, or fully excavated, the observed

differences in the sizes and orientations of the furnace bases raise questions about

whether more than one type of furnace was employed at the site during the course

of its use.

No slag-tapping basins were found in the vicinity of the furnace bases exposed

in 2000 and virfually no tap slag has been recovered from the site - 97 per cent of

the estimated 5000 kg of slag present in the main slag heap appears to be

amorphous furnace slag typical of non-tapped shaft furnaces." The main slag heap

itself covers an area of at least 45 mz, blanketing a shallow slope between the

production area and the margins of the adjacent bog. Between the furnace and this

slag heap was a zone in which charcoal was abundant but large concentrations of

smelting slag were relatively infrequent. At the eastern edge of this zone lay a

battered boulder, beyond which plano-convex smithing hearth bottoms were

clustered. Miniscule spheroids of slag and hammer scale, typical products of

secondary smithing during bloom consolidation, were common in this area.'e

Several broken or fragmentary pieces of semi-fabricated iron tools were also

recovered from the same general area. The size of the spheroids, the number of

smithing hea¡th bottoms and the relative concentration of semi-processed iron

objects strongly suggest that raw blooms (btásturiárn) were processed here into

compressed blooms (fettujárn),and perhaps further into semi-fabricated forms.

During the 1996 season a broken iron shaft with a fragmentary, flattened

expanding end was recovered from the fîll of the earlier of the two pit-houses

identified at the site, and in 2000 two flattened spatulate fragments of forged iron

with rounded ends were recoveted from the site (Fig. 11.6). One came from the

production area near the boulder; the other was Íecovered from the fill of the same

pit-hoor" that produced the expanded shaft in 1996. In size and shape, these three

óU.¡""tt match remarkably well the spatulate ends and shafts of Norwegian Viking

Ale ..cunency bars" - forged iron bars of consistent size and mass generally

thought to have been produced as standardized units of exchange, in which the

26 see Irmerin Martens, "Bråsterjern og Ferlujern: Noen synspunkter på en Lite påaktet
Funngruppe." in (Jniversiteteß ordsaksa;ti"g IiT år, Jubileumsårbok 1979 (osro, 1979),pp. i90-97; idem, "The Norwegian Bioomery"Furnales and rhei¡ Relation to rhe EuropeanFinds," offa 40 (1983), Ir92a; and idem,.iron in soutrr"urt"rn No.rìy in tir" pr"¿i"u¿
period.".in Bloomery lronmaking. "ol. II. pp. 55_6g.r/ Although the construction of the fúrnace at Háls differs in significant details fromthei¡ tentative reconstruction, the possibility t¡ui tu.r-¡uilt f"d;; ;; jàau""o in
fce.land 

was_previously suggested bi Fridriks;on unà H".rnunns_Arõ 
"rd¿tti; 

ãIìonmating
in lceland" (see nores 43.44,and.a7. below).

28 Dr Elizabeth Hamilton, notes (files, Haffenreffer Museum of Anthropology,

Brown University); see also note 31, below. However, fragments of tap s1ag, including

both runnels and fractured tap-basin slags, were recovered in 1989 from another eroding

slag concentration located td the southeast of the slag heap excav¿ted in the 1996 and

20õ0 seasons at Háls. This suggests the possibility that additional furnaces, with slag-

tapping capabilities, were usedãi the site. If so, those furnaces have yet to be located or

exposed.
29 On the identification of archaeologically ¡ecoverable by-products from forging and

smithing, see J. G. McDonnell, "A Modei for the Formation of smithing Slags," Materialy

Archeoioigiczne 26 (199r),pp.23-7; and Peter Crew, "Bloom Refining and Smithing Slags

and other Residuesl' Archnàology Datasheet No.6,Historical Metallurgy Society (1996)'
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final shape demonsrrared both the iron's qualities and perhaps also its regionarorigin''. The presence of these fragments at Hárs suglest, ìr,ut tr,"f represent
waste from bars broken during forging, perhaps because-ofpoor iron [uahty.r,A small numb,':r of artifãcts found at Háli arso testify io ancilrary activities
undertaken at the site. incrucling generarized repair of iron and composiíe tools andlimited non-ferro's metarworking. clipped ìails impry the repair of objects
brought to the site. A ¡iveted bucket puli, ,ogg"rts some work fabricating orrepairing compound iron otrjects. Two small iron carving knives, discarded nearthe pit-houses, hir:t at craftwork or domestic activities undertaken in support ofiron production. Srnal pieces of copper alroy scrap and possible flecks of silver inone block of slag examined by scanning erect¡on microscopy also suggest somelevel of on-site wo¡k in non-ferrous *"àlr, concurrent with iron production.

Based on the evidence at hand, it is difficurt not to conclude that the
ironworkers gathered at H¿írs brought with them a diversified range of skils, somequite specialized und, others less so, which enabled them to undertake nearly theentire iron-production process from ore and fuel gathering to the production of
standardized iron cbjects for exchange (Fig. 11.7). At the same tirne, trre rack of
evidence for comparably intensive smithing on-site suggests that most of the finar
fabrication of tools made from the iron produced at Háls was done elsewhere. As
noted above. there is no evidence for an inhabited farm-site at Háls contemporary
with this iron-production phase, rendering it impossible to suggest where the next
stages of fabrication were undertaken. However, the majority ãf welr-dated earlyviking Age habitation sites in Icerand are located in the coastar and near_coastar
ìowlands.32 some, but not a[, of these sites have smithies, yet few have produced
evidence of on-site smelting facilities.3'Thus it is possible that the iron produced

- '1. 9l currency bars, se^elerer crew, "The Experimental production of prehistoric Barkon," Hßtoric Metar!,urgv.25 (r'r91), pp. zr-¡o; aìså peter crewìndð-¡iriop-rr". l. surr"r,"currency Bars wirh 
.welded 

rrps,; in'Broomerylronmaking During 2000 years, vorumeIII: smelttng and Exco-vatíon in irudaren,ed. Ame Esperund <r-"¿rrå*, ié,,J pp. r r*30.on viking Age Norse cumency bars analogou, to t-t. fragàents r."",'ñ¿ii'i"e IrmerinMartens, "some Reflections on the producãon and Distrib-ution of Irán ìn ñL.*uy in ti,"Viking Age"' in Economic Asplctl o! r\ vking Age,Bnrish Museum o."^i"""i paper 30,ed' David M. wilson and Marjorie-L. cayginllå'náon, 1981), pp. +l-z,li.-rl; and HansGeorg Resi, "The Norwesian Iron Bar Deþãsits: Have They uoiito reu aLout pro¿uction,
Disrriburion. or Consumritio n?,,, uarin (öst"jãô^iiéssl" pp. 13146.3r That the ord "{oise ter¡ri for such currency bars, teint jtirn, was used both inmedieval Norway and in earry l:elandic raw codes (Martens, ..Sóme n"n""iionr,,, p. +r,and Grágtis,p.478) suggests thaf currency bars circulated in Early Medieval Iceland, whenthe laws were recorded. The evidencË f.o.n Háis appears to be the first mate¡iardocumentation of their producrion and presence in ì"!lun¿ ¿u¡ng 

"itrro 
tt 

" 
vìïing ag" o.the Early Medieval period.

32 on the distribution of erury Icerandic sites, see Smith, .,Landnám,,, and orriVésreinsson, Thomas r{. McGovern ana christian Keller, ..En¿uiintñ;;;;l 
sociar andEnvironmenral Aspects of viking Age settremeni inl".tun¿ ano creJniffi-,-arcnneotograIslandica 2 (2000). pp. 98-136.rr For evidence of metaiworking activities excrusive of smelting in early settlement
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at Háls was later forged into objects for household use at such coastal sites' The

recovery of seal and cod remains in the pit-house deposits at Háls suggests

contact, at least, with the coastal zone, and may provide tentative support for a

model of coastal-interior economic interaction during the first century of Norse

settlement in Iceland.3o

Scale of Production

Based on data collected at Háls in 1996 and 2000, it is possible to estimate roughly

the scale of production at Háls, and from that basis to consider how it fit into the

regional economic System and whether it was unique or representative of a larger

class of sites. Controlled volumetric sampling within the main slag heap and

surrounding production features indicates that they contain at least 5000 kg of

smelting slag.3' Experimental work by Peter crew and Arne Espelund, among

others, along with published laboratory work and limited ethnohistoric data from

sites at Reykjavft, see No¡dahl, pp. 55-9 and 90-99, and Howell M' Roberts' ed''

ior.ntelfuranisókn ó Lfiunum/Arcñ.aeological Excavations at Æalstræti 14-18' 2001: A
preümínary Report/Framvind.uskyrslur @õmleifastofnun Íslands, Reykjavft,2001), p.71'

For compiabie evidence at Herjólfsdalur, vestmannaeyjar, see Mmqryt Hermanns-

Auða¡dóitir, Islands Tidiga Bosciitning, Studier med Utgångspunkt i Merovingertída-

Vikingatida Gårdskimnin{ar i HerjóIfsdatur, Vestmannaeyjar, IsLand, Studia Archaeologica

Universitatis Umensis I (Umeå, 1989)'pp' 118-20'
34 Thomas Anorosi and Thomas H. ivlcGovern ("A¡chaeofauna Samples from the Há1s

Site, Hálsasveit, Borgarfjaröarslsla," unpublished report, 1997 , Haflenreffer Museum of

entttápofogy, É.o*n-Uniu"tsity) identified one calcined seal bone from the floor of the

"*fi"r, 
plt-Ïlrrs" identified at ihe site; a large, a¡ticulated series of cod vertebrae was

,""ou"r"'d as well, f¡om midden deposits filiing that pit-house's depression'. Both finds

ì*ply 
"oon""tions 

with coastal d^istricts, but it is unknown whether they reflect

;;;íJ;; through trade with coastal farms or expeditions into the interior to produce

i.on. A""orãingto Landnámabók,t¡ans. Hermann Pálsson and Paul Edwa¡ds (Winnipeg'

ig'lÐ,tn"lanõon which Háls is located was within the land-claim of Thorkell Komamulí,

à" iity settler whose farm at Stóri-Ás, located less than 3 km north-east of Háls, later

chimeá tithing rights from the Early Medieval farm at Háls. Although iron production at

H;i;;"y nurrã uã"r, undertaken by workers dispatched from Stóri-Ás, no archaeological

inu"rrigã,io"r have been undertaten at that site to determine the age of its earliest

ä..rpfrlot or whether it contains evidence of forging t9 c91l]eme1t the smelting

evidËnce at Há1s. It is also unknown to what degree the land-claims described in the

twelfth-thirteenth century Inndruimabókreflect Viking Age realities versus-later medieval

claims ro property and pã[tical rights; see Sveinbjörn Rafnsson, Stu-dier i I'anànámabók:

Kritiska fiia*g titt den'Islcindska Fristatstidens Historia (Lund, 1974).

:s or gtzabeth Hamilton sorted, classified, and quantified slag recovered in

volumetrically controlled bulk soil samples from the main slag heap during the 1996

Háls Archaeólogy Project field season. Analytical results from the volumetric sampling

progtu* were iiesentäd in summary form by Elizabeth Hamilton and Kevin P. Smith

ã, í port". ,"riion entitled "Viking Period kon Production at Háls, Borgarfjarðarsfsla'

Iceland" at the 63rd Annual Meeting of the Society for American Archaeology, Seattle, WA,

28 March i998.
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post-medieval Nonvegian bloomery production, allows rough estimation of the
amount of iron produced there, the mass of ore and charcoal consumed, and the
number of smelting runs underrtaken at the site.36

Peter crew's experimental work using reconsfucted Iron Age broomery
furnaces of simiiar size and structure suggests that a 5000 tg ireap of siag
containing 45-60 per cent residual iron oxide content coulJ represent the
production of roughly 1400 k¡¡ of raw iron brooms from approximatety 6zoo t<g of
bog ore nd22300 kg of charcoal.3? After primary and secondary smithing on-site,
these blooms would consolidate into roughly 370 kg of finished bar iron, with the
total consumption cf over 50000 kg of charcoal. At g-10 kg per raw bloom, it
would have taken neiuly 140 smelts to produce this amount of bar iron, with a team
of th¡ee to five metalworkers putting in more that9z00 person-days of labor from
start to finish.'8 This labor estirnate includes the costs of fuel production, smelting,
forging and facilities management, but not the time required to provision or house
the crews, who apparently lived, cooked and ate in pit-houses built at the site for
their use while making iron and tending charcoal pits.

KEVIN P. SMITH

- 
36 A sampling of reports on laboratory and in-field experiments with Northern

European Iron Age and viking Àge smelting furnaces includeì E. J. wynne and R. F.
Tylecote, "An experimental investigation into primitive iron smelting t""r,íiqi",', Journalof the lron and steel Institute (Ðecember Dsa;, pp. 3394g; siimund Jakobsen, Jan
Henning La¡sen and L.ars E¡ik Narmo, "'Nå Biesúès der Iglen Jãrn ved Dokkfløy, Et
Forsøk på Eksperimentall Arkeolagii,,' Wking 5l (19gg), pp. S7_1OS; Crew,.,Experimental
Production," and Ame Espelund, "The value of a Tradìiion in Ironmaking: smelting in
Budalen, According tc o. Evenslad's Description from r7g2,', in BLoomefi, Ironmaking,
vol. IIII, pp.149-66.

. 
Ï C¡ew, "Experimentai Production." Differences in the cultural context within which

the Iron Age welsh and viking Age Icerandic furnaces operated, as welr as in specific
parameters of the ore and othe¡ rarv materiais used, imply rhãt calculations based on Crew's
impeccable experimental work must be considerJd rough estimates, at best, when
extrapolated to Há1s. Further analytical work on ore and slag-samples f¡om Háls, combined
with experimental recr:nstruction and use of furnaces under Icelandic conditions, will
"y:".tu111y 

allow more precise calculations of these furnaces, input requirements and ourput
yields. Nevertheiess, cautious extrapolation from crew's ,uotk prorrid", at least a general
sense of the scale of production at Háls and is not inconiistent with iess detailed
calculation-s for viking Age Norwegian bloomery furnaces (as, for 

"*urrrpl", 
kmelin

\'{artens, "Iron Exfacrion, Sertlenrent, and rrade in the viking and Early l¡i,äJt" Ages in
South Norway," Procee,c.íngs of the l1thvking congress, oslã, ßsl ,p.lz,).rlne amounr
and nature of iron oxides remaining in the slagrecovired f¡om Háls, primariiy wüstite arñ,
fayalite. were determined through SEMÆDX (scanning eiectron -l..os.ápyl"tectron-dispersive X-ray) analvses done by perer Bush of the Biomaterials Laboåiory, state
university of New Yc¡k at Buflàlo, and we¡e confirmed by independeni sgvæox
analyses undertaken by Elizabeth Hamilton at the university ór eennsytvania's MAsce
Laboratories, and by nricroprobe analyses undertaken by Kristín siluroarãottir 1pers.c.om1n.).Approximately 0.8 ton of fuel ash from the charcoal *" urru-ãd to contribute to
the formation of the slag, accounting for the diffe¡ence in apparenr weights oiinput and
output products-

38 see Martens, "Biíìsterjern o¡¡ Feitujern," and c¡ew, ..Experimental production.,,
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Stratigraphic evidence from the site suggests that iron was produced at Háls in
at least three to six campaigns, perhaps separated into two phases nearly half a

century apart. If there were six campaigns of iron production, each would have
produced about 60 kg of iron suitable for final fabrication into tools, weapons, and

other objects. This amount represents far more than the annual consumption and

replacement requirements of even the largest Icelandic farm, based on later post-

medieval data regarding Icelandic importation of iron.3e These figures can be

considered no more than rough initial calculations (and may well underestimate

the scale of industrial activity at the site), yet they imply that production at Háis

was undertaken at a level exceeding an individual household's needs and that the

products were intended for distribution or sale to other farms in a wider
surrounding region. This inference is supported by the possibility that currency

bars were produced there.

A rough estimate of the potential value of the iron produced at Háls can be

derived from an early thirteenth-century equivalency list establishing the relative
values of domestic products to one another in southern lceland.4 At that time, 370

kg of forged bar iron (teint jdrn) could have purchased 3 cows or I 9 sheep. Forged

into scythes, the same amount of iron could have purchased 10 cows or 60 sheep.

Forged into kettles, it would have purchased 16 cows or 99 sheep. In actuaiity, the

exchange lists are standardized in units of homespun wool cloth, medieval
Iceland's de facto currency, which was convertible for many different products

and was itself conventionally equated to fixed weights of silver. These exchange

rates clearly demonstrate the increasing value of iron products relative to other
goods (such as livestock) due to the specialized skills and labor required to
transform raw ore into metal and, from there, into more complex tools. While
logically similar steps in valuation may have structured Viking Age transactions,

in the absence of similar documents for the ninth-tenth centuries we cannot be

certain of the comparability of these thirteenth-century exchange rates.

Nevertheless, the economic values of both smelters and smithies are clearly

apparent for both the householder and society.

Technological Innovation in Icelandic Viking Age Iron Production

Iron was produced in Iceland from shortly afîer the time of the island's settlement,

c. AD 870, until the early post-medieval period. According to the thi¡teenth-

century Hauksbók redaction of Landnámabók (the Book of Settlements), Rauða-

Björn - literally "Ore-Björn," a putatively early settler in the same general part of

39 For information on the scale and origins of post-medievai iron imports to lceland,
see Þórkel Jóhannesson, "Jiimgerð," rn lönsaga Islands, ed. Guõmundur Finnbogason,
(Reykjavík, 1943), vol. 2, pp.40-58; and Þó¡arin Þórarinsson, "Þjóöin Liföi en Skógurinn
Dó," Ársr it Sko græktarfétag s islands (197 4), pp. 1Ç29.

a0 Grágtís, pp. 41 Ç8; Gelsinger, Icelandic Enterprise.
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Iceland as Háls - lvas remernbered as the first man to discover how to make iron
in Iceland.ar His story is not told anywhere in great detail, yet immediately raises
questions since m.any of Iceland's settlers came from western and southern
Norway, where iron had been smelted for centuries from bog iron.o2 The fact that
Rauða-Bjöm's accomprishnìent was remembered four hundred years after his
apparent "discovery" suggests that he may have devised a solution io a critical but
unrecorded techncrrogical probrem, unique to Iceland, that stood in the way of
successful provisioning, rather than simply having been the first man to smert iron
in Iceland using tried-and-tn¡e Scandinavian bloornery furnace designs.

understanding the technicai details of Icelandic iron producãon is made
especially difficult since iron ceased to be produced in quantities useful for
provisioning the society by the mid-sixteenth cenrury. As a resurt, there are no
detailed written descriptions of the Icerandic iron industry or its technologicar
components. Althorigh smithies used to forge imported iron are well known from
documented sevenfeenti- through nineteenth-century structures, no Icelandic
bloomery furnaces have been preserved or described. Archaeorogicar
documentation has been elusive as well.

In the early twentieth century, Niels Nielsen surveyed the evidence for
ironworking in Iceland and excavated what he believed to be a stone-lined pit
furnace at Belgsá in northern lcerand.o3 He argued that he had found evidence fortwo types of medieval fumace - a pit furnace and an above-ground kind.
unfortunately, his documenîation and descriptions are insufficieitry clear to
evaluate his claims or to cornpare his furnaces adequatery with tater-dácumented
finds from Scandina.via. Nielsen also had no way to date his sites. The pit furnace
he described from Bergsá, if ir is indeed a furnucl, is unrike known examples from
the scandinavian Viking Age. If it represents a srag-collecting pit beneath a
furnace whose superstructure has disappeared - rather tnan a-pit fumace, as
Nielsen thought - ìts constn¡crion and size would find its closest parallels far
ea¡lier, in the Norwegian Early Iron Age (c. 350 BC_AD 500).*
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In the 1970s, Guðmundur Ólafsson excavated the bases of what appear to be

two small Viking Age smelting furnaces at the tenth-century site of Grelutóttir, in

north-western lceland. Each was represented only by a shailow depression

associated with small amounts of slag, located off-center in small turf-walled

houses built within the confines of a Viking Age farm's homefÏeld. The amount of
slag recovered from the site Suggests that these smelters were used to produce

only 20-50 kg of raw iron blooms, at most, presumably for home use.o5 A furnace

hut with somewhat similar layout, excavated at L'Anse aux Meadows,

Newfoundland, also appears to have been used for the production of just a few

kilograms of iron.o6

Thorbjörn F¡idriksson and Margrét Hermanns-Auóardóttir briefly describe the

excavation of a similar fumace at Ormsstaðir, northern lceland, apparently

constructed inside a turf-walled structure 7.5 m long andZ m wide.oT Nothing

remained of the furnace itself but a sub-rectangular pit in the structure's floor,

roughly 60 cm wide, 80 cm long, and 40 cm deep, containing three superimposed

layers of slag and bog ore. Fridriksson and Hermanns-Auõardóttir interpreted the

pit as a slagging basin beneath a furnace built of humic floor material packed

around a charge of ore and charcoal, held in place by turf blocks supported by

sticks or planks.as Unfortunately, no information has been published concerning

the dating of the site or the amount of slag recovered at Ormsstaðir, making it
difficult to estimate its age or productivity.

No traces of ceramic furnace linings, constructed clay furnace walls, tuyéres'

or in situ furnace bases were reported from these sites, but, as at Háls, both

Ormsstaðir and Grelutóttir yielded evidence for both the storage of bog ore and

41 lnndnómabók r-\il; Haul<,sbók, sturlubók. Metabók. Manuscripts udgever af detKongelige no¡diske oldsk¡ift-selskab, ed. Finnur Jónsson lcopenrragen, tl0o¡î
-- 

o'on.lFarchaeologicalreco¡dofNordicbloonieryironproduction,see,forexampie,
Martens, "The Norwegian Bioomery Furnaces"; Lars F. Stènvik, .,Iron pioduction andEconomic 'Booms,"' in Blo.omery lronmaking, vol. I, pp. 100_1i5; Am; ÈsfefunO, ..a
Retrospecrive view" and "The Meflager site in Tronãheim - "'coÀpl# of Metalvr'orkshops and its Role in Medievar Iron Metailurgy," both in Bloomery lronmnking, vor.
fI' pp. 93-1 la; Perry Rolfsen, "Iron p¡oduction in tñe upper part of the Valey of Setesdat,Norway," tn Btoomery rronmakirzs-, vo1. Ir, pp.79_S8:;JA*;Ë;;.üii;¿ r_u* r..
Itelvi]<, 

"Ironmaking Ðuring*the Ro*un rron age in Mid-Norway: The Bloomery SiteSto¡bekken I in Budalen," in.Bloc¡mery lronmakiig,vol. III, pp. ní_+g,.43 Niels Nielsen, "Jæmudvinding"n puu tstaná'i'Fordums^Tide r,,, Aarbøger for NordiskOldþndighed og Histo"ie \1926). pp. ñ54¿.

- i ]us is not to :uggesr that Nielsen's furnace at Belgsá constitutes evidence ofEaily lron Age settlenent in Iceland. It may reflect the resur¡ection of ea¡lier furnace

types by Viking Age or later iron smelters in Iceland or technological experimentation in

lcãhnd that wãs uninformed by Eariy Iron Age prototypes.- It may belong to the later

medievai period - pit furnaces were known in late and post-Medieval Norway, as

evidenced^by Oie Evenstad's description of such furnaces from 1782 and excavations of
such furnaces in western Norway at sites dating from 1400-1800 (see Espelund, "A
Retrospective View"). Concerning the age of shaft fumaces with sub-hearth slagging pits'

see, for example, Maftens, "The Norwegian Bloomery Furnaces", pp. 119-20; Oddmunn

Farbregd, Lii Gustafson and Lars F. Stenvik, "Tidlig Jernproduksjon i Tr6ndelag.

Underi=økelsene på Heglesvollen," \ïking 48 (1935), pp. 103-29; and Peter Hambro

Mikkelsen, "Slag - With an Impression of Agricultural Practìces," in Prehistoric and

Medíeval Direct Smelting, pp. 43-8'
45 Guðmundur Ólafsson, "Grelutóttir. Landnámsbæ¡ á Eyri við Arnarfjörð," Arbók hins

i slenzka F ornleifaféIag s I 979 (1980), pp. 25J 3'
¿o Eldjarn,';Investigations," pp. 87-96; Wallace' "L Anse aux Meadows," pp' 185-ó'
a7 Friãriksson and Hermanns-Auða¡dóttir, "Ironmaking in lceland," pp. 7-8 and Fig. 3.

48 Unfortunateiy, the excavators provide no detailed information on how they

developed their reconstruction of this furnace, noting that "the fact stared us in the face that

there were no traces of the fumaces whatsoever ... instead of a beautifully built furnace

only an inconspicuous depression in the floor seemed to identify the smithy as a

rauöasmidja [iroìmaking smithy]," and further that "when the smithy at Ormsstadi¡ was

excavated ... a1l there was to be seen'ü/as a miserable depression" (Fridriksson and

Hermanns-Auðardóttir, "Ironmaking in Iceland," p. 7).
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smithing near the firnaces. Poor preservation conditions at both Ormsstaðir and
Grelutótti¡ precludo definitive reconstructions of the furnaces, yet each appears to
have been provided- with a shaliow sub-fumace slagging pit, untite known viking
Age iow- and mirj-shaft bloomery furnaces from mainrand scandinavia.ae In
addition, the furnaces at all of these rocations, with the exception, perhaps, of
Belgsá, appear to have been enclosed within smal turf-warted structures, an¿
were unassociated with other production features, such as charcoal-burning pits.

The iron production complex at Hárs differs in several significant ways from
these other sites. F,r example, no evidence has been recovered to indicate that a
semi-permanent roofed structure was ever built over the furnace at Háls, and
rather than being ín proximity to a farm or major residentiar complex (as at
Grelutóttir and L'Anse aux Meadows), the comprex at Háls appears to have been
seasonally used and far enough distant from a residential site to have required the
construction and maintenance of pit-houses there for temporary occupation. The
evidence for both intensiveuse ofthe site in sequential iron-production campaigns
and for returns tc the site after episodes of disuse also impry long-term
investments in the location that differ from the other sites described to date. The
scale of production at Háls arso appears to have been larger by an order of
magnitude than has been inferred for other Icelandic sites. Although nor huge by
medieval industriai standards. Hiíls does stand out as a large metailurgical site in
comparison with other known Icelandic sites, and one that existed onlts own fo¡
the production of iron, rather than being an ancillary structure on an established
farmstead.

These aspects of the site, ¡rrus the size and shape of the furnace bases and the
suite of surrounding production features uncovered at Háls, correspond wel with
contemporaneous open-air, riuge- to medium-scale viking Age bloomery iron
production sites in mainland scandinavia, especially tvtart"n's Group lBI sites
from Møsstrond, south-eastern Norway, which are dated to the period AD
800-950.5" The onl1, significant difference f¡om these Norwegian sites ls that the
furnace shafts at Háls were n't built from clay. The indications at Háls of a turf_
built, clay-and-ston*lined furnace with a surrounding wood-framed enclosure
suggest an innovative solution developed early in the Icelandic settlement period
to solve problems faced in adapting welr-known Nordic techniques of iron
production to a country wirh few supplies of usable clay. Fridiksson and
Hermanns-Auðardóttir's somewhat similar reconstruction of the furnace at
ormsstaðif ' suggests that the design may have been present in distant parts of the
island and had enduring value. Fu¡ther, Jan Henning Larsen's description of low-
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shaft furnaces from Setesdal, Norway, daúng to the period AD 900-1450, with
frames of turf, silt and small stones insulating and supporting clay-and-stone-lined
fumace shafts suggests that prototypes similar to the Háls furnace may have
existed in Viking Age or Early Medieval Norway.52

It is therefore tempting to wonder whether an adaptation of this south-eastern
Norwegian design was the creative solution for which Rauða-Björn was
memorialized in Landruimabók.Despite small sample sizes and poor preservation,
the apparent diversity of furnace types, sizes and settings reported so far from
Viking Age Iceland suggests that the first centuries after settlement witnessed
considerable variation and experimentation in this technological realm. Similar
diversity and experimentation has been noted before as a characteristic feature of
this colonizing society's subsistence systems, architecture, settlement patterns
and approaches to personal adornment.s3

Conclusion

Evidence for smelting (iron production) and smithing/forging (ironworking), or
both, is not uncommon in Iceland. Fridriksson and Hermanns-Auöardóttir, for
example, located records for more than 120 sites that have produced traces of
smelting or smithing.s However, few of these sites have been tested, fewer stili
have been dated, and none but Háls has been systematically sampled
volumetrically to allow the scale and organization of production to be estimated.
Despite these problems, some pattems are nevertheless evident and important for
considering the roles that smelting and smithing played in the Viking Age and
Early Medieval Icelandic economy. Figure 11.8 shows the distribution of
excavated Icelandic viking Age and Early Medieval sites with traces of iron
production or smithing. Larger smelting sites,like Háls, are few in numbe¡ and are
known, so far, only from the interior. A few smaller smelting sites, with slag heaps
ofjust a few hundred kilograms or less, appear to reflect household-level, short-
term production and are known from a small number of coastal sites. Sites with
evidence for smithing, but not smelting, are more common. More abundant still
are sites without reported evidence for smelting or smithing, but with iron tools or
tool fragments implying the use and consumption, but not the production or
maintenance, of iron objects at these locations.

*. 
a9 Jan,Henning Liusen, .,Iron production at DokkflØy in Oppland, Norway,,, inBloomert lronmakíng, vol.II, pp. 70_71; also, Rolfsen,..Iron production.,,
'v rnese srtes (Grorp lBI) are defined as open-air sites characterized by slag heaps notmore than 6-8 m in diameter, with shaft furnaces and without ore-pits är srÏ,rrace-uuitt

houses (Martens, "Iron Exfacrion," pp. 69_g0, esp. pp. 7t_3).51 Fridriksson and l{ermanns-Aúð^a¡dótti¡,:'kônà*ing in lcerand,,,p. 15, Fig. 4.

52 La¡sen, "Iron Production at Dokkflgy," p. 82. Even the clay-built, low-shafr furnaces
from Møsstrond and Heglesvollen were enclosed in earth-filled, slab-built supporting
structures, implying that the larger timber-framed surround at Háls most likely represents
just a modification of existing technological solutions in Nordic bloomery iron production.

53 Concerning views on diversity in these different cultural ¡ealms within Iceland's
early settlement and burial sites, see Smith, "Landn¡ím"; Vésteinsson, "Patterns of
Settlement"; Vésteinsson et al., "Enduring Impacts"; and Hayeur Smith, "social Analysis
of Jewellery."

54 Fridriksson and Hermanns-Auða¡dóttir, "Ironmaking in lceland," p. 15, Fig. 5.
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This evidence contradicts the expectations of the self-supporting household
model and implies that there may have been considerable diversity across the
island in the size, scale, and goals of iron-production and ironworking sites
operating during the viking Age and Early Medieval periods. None of the iron-
production facilities known, to date, are located on sites identified in medieval
sources or through archaeological correlates as having been the seats or property
of Icelandic elites. Although future excavations may well show that elite
households maintained significant iron-production facilities, the observations that
some smaller farmsleads had small-scale smelters and that more have evidence of
smithing suggest that iron prc,duction and ironworking were beyond the control of
Iceland's emergent elites. Saga descriptions of blacksmiths and others involved in
related activities (charcoal producrion, smelting) similarly include both non-elite
and elite men.55 This implies, at least, that the thirteenth- and fourteenth-century
authors and audiences of the riagas understood iron production and smithing to be
decentralized aspects of the economy in their own times - under elite control
where possible, but more often a part-time specialization and household, or
cottage, industry. This accords well with existing archaeological data from the
Viking and Early Medieval periods.

At the same time. the uneven distribution of iron-production and ironworking sites
within districts suggosts that smelting and smithing were skills unevenly distributed
across the sociai lantlscape. The Eariy Medieval farm that was founded at Háls after
AD 1000, for example, had no associared smithy throughout its nearly 300-year
existence, despite rhe earlier production of i¡on there, and must have relied
completely on other i.arms for the production, manufacture, and repair of its iron tools
and equipment. The early thirterenth,century Heiõarvíga sage,set in the same district,
describes farmers tra.veling Çrzkm, each way, to visit farms that had the facilities,
resources and skills to operate smithies or smelters.56 Rather than each farm having
its own smithy, this conjunctìon of archaeological data and documentary sources
implies that the soçio-econornic landscapes of viking Age and Early Medieval
Iceland were characterized by networks of economic exchange and obligations that
linked households in relations of mutual or commercial interacúon, if not economic
asyrnmetry and dependence. I'hese views a¡e fa¡ removed from traditional models
emphasizing household seif-sufficiency and economic independence. opening this
window provides a suitable vantage point for viewing the economic basis of Icelandic
Viking Age and Early Medieval social strucrures in a new light.
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_ s] For example, He-iõarvíga saga, íslenzk Fornrít 3 (Borgfrróinga sögur), ed. Sigurður
No¡dal and Guðni Jónsson (Reykiavft, i938), pp. 288-94;The saga of Gisll, rrans. and ed.
George Johnston (Toronto, 1962).p.114; Laxàæta saga, rrans. and ed. Magnús Magnússon
and Hermann Pálsson (Harmonrìsworth,1969), pp. 101, 230-33; andl'A1e-Hõod," in
Hrafnkel's saga and other stoties, trans. and ed. Hermann pálsson (llarmondswofh,
1971),p' 82. Hall, "viking Age Ironworking," provides examples from Landnám.abók of
non-elite householders involved in iron production and describes a Danish mnestone
commissioned by a freed slave who at one time had been a smith.

s6 Heiöarvíga sagü, pp. 288-94.

Figure 11.1 lceland, showing the location of Háls.

Figure 11.2 Map of Háls 5 and 6, showing the distribution of known iron
production and features and deposits at the site.
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Figure 1 1 .4 Plan and prohie views of furnace bases excavated in 2000 at Hárs 5.

Figure 11.5 keliminary reconsr¡uction of a viking Age blooomery furnace
excavated in 2000 ar Háls (illustration: Michèle Hayeur Smith).

Figure 11.6 spatulate end fragments of iron objects from Háls 6, compared to
a Viking Age currency bar (center: Buffalo Museum of Science,
Kn718).
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Many aspects of archers and archery in medieval European warfare have been
thoroughly researched: the training of bowmen, deployment on the battlefield,
even the legislation to provide an adequate supply of bowstaves. By contrast, the
projectiles themselves have received relatively little attention. Although arrow
shafts survive only under extremely rare circumstances, arrowheads are not
uncommon archaeological finds. With the exception of two notable stylistic
typologies,t there has been little detailed study, or even publication of finds
beyond those from individual sites. In the absence of investigative work, many
"facts" are reiterated from text to text without question, until the original source
becomes obscure. The purpose of this paper is to investigate the technology of
arrowheads by studying the artefacts themselves, and to use this to understand
more clearly the purpose of individual types of arrowheads. Previously published
and unpublished material from various European sources along with further new
metallographic investigations will expand this database and our understanding of
this important medieval military technology.

This study sheds light on current differences of opinion for the types of
arrowheads used in battle, as well as their effectiveness against armored
opponents. In particular, I hope to determine the role of the long, narrow heads
known as bodkin points and classified as Type 7 in the London Museums
Catalogue (Fig. 12.l,lower.)' For this type, there are two opinions, the first being
that they were primarily intended for use against armor.3 The reasoning used to
justify this is that its narrow point delivers energy to the minimum area and is

Sitcs \ith rc!(crcd snilbing sì¡g

David Starley

* The author is grateful to John Waller for supplying the eight arrowheads fo¡ sampling.
Thanks also to AVISTA for the invitation to participate in the "De Re Merallica" program,
and to the K¡ess Foundation for their generous contribution towa¡ds the costs of attending
the International Medieval Congress, Kalamazoo, MI, 2002.

t J.B.Wa¡dPerkins,InndonMuseumMedievalCatalogue (London, 1940),pp.65-:73;
and Oliver Jessop, "A New Artefact Typology for the Study of Medieval Arrowheads,"
Medieval Archaeology 40 (1996), pp. 192-205.

2 Ward Perkins, Landon.Mus eum M ediev al Catalo gue, pp. 65-:7 3.
3 Peter N. Jones , "The Attack of Plate Armour by Longbow Arr ows," Château GaLliard

ll (1983), pp. 167-8.
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